How to use TAGAKI Advanced 2 Around the World
1 Reading and Listening Time

Thinking

Reading

Listening

Read the sample sentences written about chosen topic.
Listen to the audio.

1
Please note that the
audio recording of
this book contains
pronunciations of some
words as commonly
spoken by users of
American English.

Adventures

Sample Sentences

2 Thinking Time

Angola

3 Writing Time ❶

Searching

Choose one country you’d like to research
from the box (except the one used in the
sample sentences).

Using the structure of the sample sentences,
write more than 100 words.
Use some of the useful expressions, if you like.

Step1

Choose one country. Research what adventures you can have.

Step2

Write more than 100 words using three good points.
Use some of the useful expressions, if you like.

•Afghanistan
•Albania

•Algeria
•Andorra

•Argentina

Barbuda

Angola

Mark the country you
chose on the world
map.
Draw its national flag
here.

Country

Useful Expressions

Opening

Use some of the
useful expressions,
if you like.

If you dream of having African adventures, Angola is the
National Flag

place for you!
Body

Writing

Countries

•Angola
•Antigua and

Country

Thinking

Enjoy abundant wildlife and the African savanna in
the Kissama National Park, which has safaris, rivers and
distinctive trees. The park is almost as big as Osaka and
Hyogo prefectures combined!
One of the country’s most famous spots is Kalandula

4 Writing Time ❷

Falls. It is extremely thrilling to view the panorama from
the top of the falls.

Write what you want
to experience in the
country if you could
go there.

Tundavala is a natural viewpoint 2,200 meters above sea
level. There is no doubt you will be amazed by the
mountainous formations you can see!
Closing

Step3

If I Go There

Writing

Be careful! Do not fall off while standing on top of
Kalandula Falls.
If I Go There
Angola is the place to have the adventure of a lifetime.
I really love animals, so taking a safari in the jungles of Angola
would be a dream come true.

Step4

After writing, share your ideas with your friends.
9

8

How to write your own version
Countries Choose one country, research it, mark it on the world map, and draw its national flag.
Opening
Body
Closing

Write at least one sentence as an introduction.
Make use of what you researched and write three good points about the topic.
Write at least one sentence as a closing.

5 Talking Time

Speaking

Present what you wrote by reading it out loud, or
even better, memorize it, then present it.

Listen to the sample sentences
the way they are spoken with contractions.

If I Go There

Write what you want to experience in the country if you could go there.

4

5

